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ABSTRACT 

 

Civil & Environmental Consultants, Inc. (CEC), under contract with the West Virginia Department 

of Transportation Division of Highways (WVDOH) completed a history/architecture report for the 

proposed project at the Upper Gassaway Bridge which carries Elk Street (WV 4) over the Elk 

River in Gassaway, Braxton County, West Virginia (State Project S304-4-17. 86 00, Federal 

Project STP-0004(054)D and FR# 17-350-BX). The purpose of this project is to address 

deficiencies with the current bridge.  The history/architecture investigation consisted of a literature 

review followed by a field review of the project area to document above-ground resources.  

 

The project area is on the north side of the town of Gassaway in an area of commercial buildings 

and residences on city lots at the apex of an oxbow bend of the Elk River. The recommended Area 

of Potential Effects (APE) was considered by evaluating the environmental factors of the project 

area and the direct and indirect effects that may be introduced by the undertaking. In light of that 

analysis, an APE has been proposed that encompasses an area northwest and southeast of the Upper 

Gassaway Bridge for this undertaking. The recommended APE includes the Upper Gassaway 

Bridge and the Gassaway Commercial Historic District, two resources that have previously been 

evaluated for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). An additional twenty-

seven resources that appear to be 45 years of age or older were evaluated using the minimum 

criteria for eligibility to the NRHP.  

 

The West Virginia Historic Bridge Inventory (WVHBI 2015) evaluated the Upper Gassaway 

Bridge (BX-0022 HBI/BX-0015-0001) and recommended the bridge not eligible for inclusion in 

the NRHP under criteria A and C. The Deputy State Historic Preservation Officer of the West 

Virginia Division of Culture and History (WVDCH) concurred with that recommendation in a 

letter dated March 3, 2017, to the WVDOH, in response to the notification of National 

Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) studies for the proposed Upper Gassaway Bridge replacement 

project. The letter goes on to state that the Gassaway Commercial Historic District (BX-0015-

0006) is considered eligible for inclusion in the NRHP. The letter does not address the Gassaway 

Residential Historic District, a previously surveyed district, which is adjacent to the proposed APE 

at the southeast corner.  

 

Analysis of the twenty-seven properties in the proposed APE indicated that none meets the 

minimum criteria for inclusion to the NRHP. Other than the Gassaway Commercial Historic 

District, no other portions of the recommended APE should be viewed collectively as a historic 

district potentially eligible for the NRHP as a result of this analysis.  
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1. 0 INTRODUCTION 

 

CEC, under contract with the WVDOH, completed a history/architecture report for the proposed 

project at the Upper Gassaway Bridge which carries Elk Street over the Elk River in Gassaway, 

Braxton County, West Virginia (State Project S304-4-17. 86 00, Federal Project STP-0004(054)D 

and FR# 17-350-BX). The project is located near the center of the state (Figures 1–3). The purpose 

of this project is to address deficiencies with the current bridge crossing. The history/architecture 

investigation consisted of a literature review followed by a field review of the project area to 

document above-ground resources.  

 

The project area is on the north side of the town of Gassaway in an area of commercial buildings 

and residences on city lots at the apex of an oxbow bend of the Elk River. The topography is hilly. 

The recommended APE was determined by the consideration of the environmental factors of the 

project area and the direct and indirect effects that may be introduced by the undertaking. In light 

of that analysis, the proposed APE would encompass an area northwest and southeast of the Upper 

Gassaway Bridge for the purpose of this undertaking (Figure 3).  

 

This investigation will provide information for compliance with Section 106 of the National 

Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended. The survey was completed in accordance with the 

customary principles and practices in the field of historic preservation. The goals of this survey 

were to identify and document all historic/architecture resources in the suggested APE, and to 

determine if any of the identified resources may be eligible for inclusion in the NRHP. The 

evaluation of eligibility follows the NRHP criteria for evaluation (Andrus 1995).  

 

This report details the results of the records check, the methodology for the fieldwork, descriptions 

of the architectural properties in the recommended APE, the evaluation of these properties for 

eligibility in the NRHP, and conclusions from the historic resources survey. Sue Becher Gilliam, 

principal investigator, did the records check, conducted the survey fieldwork, and evaluated the 

NRHP eligibility of all architectural resources. Ms. Gilliam meets the Secretary of the Interior’s 

Professional Qualifications Standards. Luella Beth Hillen served as project manager.  
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2. 0 RECORDS CHECK 

The records check examined the recommended APE for previously identified historic and 

architectural resources. There are no NRHP-listed properties in the recommended APE. In 

Gassaway, there is one NRHP-listed resource, the Gassaway Railroad Depot (listed 3/17/1994), 

which is located blocks south of the APE.   

Examination of the West Virginia State Historic Preservation Office Interactive Map Viewer 

(WVGIS) indicated two resources within the proposed APE. It identified the Upper Gassaway 

Bridge (BX-0022 Historic Bridge Inventory/BX-0015-0001) and the Gassaway Commercial 

Historic District (BX-0015-0006). The data boxes for both resources list the properties as not 

eligible. An older version of the WVGIS identifies an additional district near the project area. The 

Gassaway Residential Historic District (BX-0015-0005) is located at the southeast corner outside 

of the proposed APE.  

Review of the WVHBI (2015) reveals that the Upper Gassaway Bridge (BX-0022 HBI/BX-0015-

0001) was evaluated and recommended not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under criteria A 

and C (Appendix A).  

The WVDOH received a letter dated March 3, 2017, from the Deputy State Historic Preservation 

Officer of the WVDCH in response to the notification of NEPA studies for the proposed Upper 

Gassaway Bridge replacement project. The letter states the concurrence of the not eligible 

evaluation for the bridge presented by the WVHBI (Appendix A). The letter goes on to state that 

the Gassaway Commercial Historic District (BX-0015-0006) is considered eligible for inclusion 

in the NRHP. The letter does not address the Gassaway Residential Historic District, a previously 

surveyed district, which is adjacent to the recommended APE at the southeast corner.    
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3. 0 HISTORIC CONTEXT 

3. 1 BRAXTON COUNTY 

Braxton County is located in the middle of state, with the geographical center of the state east of 

Sutton, which is the county seat. It is bounded by the counties of Lewis, Webster, Nicholas, Clay, 

Calhoun and Gilmer. The topography is rolling with hills and highlands that are characteristic of 

the Appalachian Plateau. Level ground can be found in narrow bands that follow major rivers. The 

Elk, Little Kanawha, Holly, Birch and Little Birch rivers traverse through the county. The Elk 

River flows southwesterly across the county for nearly 40 miles. The county covers 517 square 

miles of land and includes the communities of Sutton, Gassaway, Burnsville and Flatwoods.  

Braxton County was created from the neighboring counties of Kanawha, Lewis and Nicholas in 

1836 and was named for Carter Braxton, a Virginia politician, merchant, plantation owner, and 

signer of the Declaration of Independence. Trappers, hunters and fisherman were drawn to the 

region for the abundant wild game. The Carpenter family, some of the first settlers, arrived in the 

area in the late 1700s. Very large tracts of land were purchased by non-residents, which hampered 

the settlement of smaller parcels by those wishing to locate in the county. Early settlers arriving 

around 1805 came from Pendleton, Randolph and Greenbrier counties (Sutton 1919). Others 

slowly followed with several German families immigrating beginning in the year 1840 

(WVGenWeb: Braxton County, West Virginia website). Those early citizens found a wealth of 

natural resources in the forests, good soil, coal, oil, and gas. Logging was important to the early 

economy of the county. Sparsely settled, schools were only organized where there was a 

concentration of children. A rural county, the population of Braxton peaked at nearly 24,000 in 

1920 with a significant decline beginning in 1950 (The West Virginia Encyclopedia website and 

the West Virginia Health Statistics Center website). In 2015 the population of Braxton County was 

estimated at 14,415 (United States Census Bureau website).  

3. 2 TRANSPORTATION AND INDUSTRY 

In Braxton County, only the Little Kanawha River was large enough to accommodate smaller 

steamboat traffic, which became the major means of river transportation until the 1900s. Smaller 

craft could ply the waters of the Elk River. Overland routes through the mountains were few and 

treacherous. At the government level, organized road improvement plans began in fits and starts 

but by 1850 West Virginia had several turnpikes, four of which were important east/west routes 

(The West Virginia Encyclopedia website). Construction of roads at the local level met numerous 

obstacles including dense woods and limited suitable topography. That topography that was ideal 
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for roads was highly valued for farming regulating new roads to locate along creeks or on hillsides. 

Once constructed, roads were susceptible to being washed out by springs and high water and 

damaged by landslides and timber-heavy wagons and trucks. For years it was difficult getting in 

and out of the county.  

 

Coal and timber was the impetus for many rail lines in West Virginia. Short-line railroads would 

connect communities and industries to the major rail lines. Many of those were constructed as 

narrow gauge to reduce costs. One was the Elk and Little Kanawha Railroad from Gassaway to 

Stumptown. Completed in 1913, it operated as a private lumber rail line but would also carry 

passengers and freight. Timbering played an important role in the economics of the county during 

the early decades of the twentieth century. Interstate Cooperage Company, a subsidiary of Standard 

Oil Company, manufactured oil barrel staves (Gassaway and Community/West Virginia’s Writer’s 

Project). This rail line no longer exists.  

 

Other contributors to the local economy were natural gas, tourism, and coal mining. Surveying in 

the Gassaway area began in 1903 for the Coal and Coke Railroad. It would provide an important 

connection between the major east and west transportation routes. Nearly midway between the two 

terminals of Charleston and Elkins, the Gassaway area, still farmland at this time, was selected as 

the location for construction of the railroad’s shops. A true railroad town, the company purchased 

the land and had it platted. The first trains arrived in 1906. The shops employed a majority of the 

townspeople and supported many businesses.  

 

 

3. 3 GASSAWAY 

 

As settlement began in the county in the late 1700s, the area that would become the town of 

Gassaway had the first inhabitant in 1796. The Friend family arrived years later in 1807 settling 

near the junction of the Little Otter Creek and Elk River. Around the mid-nineteenth century, a 

section of the land at this juncture was purchased by the New York Development Company in an 

endeavor to tap into oil and gas fields. Both were found but there was little profit. The company 

sold the land to J. M.  Boggs who built a salt furnace and began production. Poor transportation 

routes limited his market and eventually resulted in the suspension of operations. In August of 

1903, Henry Gassaway Davis, a US senator and industrialist, purchased the Charleston, Clendenin 

and Sutton Railroad. Wanting to extend the line from Otter in Clay County to Elkins in Randolph 

County, the firm of Gassaway Development Company was formed. Arthur Lee, Jr. , trustee of the 

new company, purchased 1,100 acres along the Elk River, including part of the J. M.  Boggs and 

Friend properties (Gassaway and Community/West Virginia Writers’ Project). Surveying the new 

line began around 1903 with the platting of the town occurring in 1904. As the tracks were laid, 

buildings and structures were being erected in Gassaway. Gassaway was incorporated in 1906. 
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Stores, churches, a hotel, and the homes for all those employed at the railroad shops were quickly 

constructed over the first years of the town. The first school was by subscription and was held in 

a store building in the summer of 1905. It was soon replaced by the Davis Graded School, donated 

by Henry Gassaway Davis. A railroad depot was built in 1914. In 1912–1913, the first iron bridge 

was constructed on the north side of town over the Elk River. The citizens of Gassaway shouldered 

the entire cost of construction after the county voted against contributing to the funds (Sutton 

1919). In 1935, the bridge was replaced with the current bridge.  

3. 4 IMPORTANT HISTORIC BUILDINGS AND SITES 

One building in Gassaway is listed in the NRHP. The Gassaway Depot (Coal & Coke Railway 

Company Depot) was constructed in 1914. The railroad tracks, yard, and important shops were 

located west of the depot. The brick Romanesque Revival style building ceased passenger service 

in 1953, continuing to be used as a maintenance shop until 1988. Other significant buildings 

include the St.  Thomas Catholic Church (BX-0005), a sandstone Gothic Revival building built in 

1906 by craftsmen and stone masons, many from Italy (St. Thomas Catholic Church website); the 

Davis Memorial Presbyterian Church (1911); and the Gassaway Community Building (Gassaway 

Municipal Building/City Hall) [BX-0203] {1940}. The Gassaway Community Building is located 

within the Gassaway Commercial Historic District (BX-0015-0006), a linear area along Elk Street, 

the main thoroughfare through the town. The district contains a cohesive collection of commercial 

buildings, typically of masonry and two to three stories in height, and houses dating from 1905 to 

around 1940.  
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4.0 METHODOLOGY 

 

Field personnel examined the area surrounding the project area and after consideration of 

environmental factors as previously discussed and taking into account the type of work to be 

completed, an APE has been recommended. The proposed APE encompasses an area northwest 

and southeast of the Upper Gassaway Bridge for the purpose of this undertaking (Figure 3).  

 

Once the proposed APE was identified, examination of all architectural resources within the APE 

commenced. One of the major requirements for eligibility determination in the NRHP is the 

resource must be 50 years of age or older. However, to allow for project development time, all 

architectural resources that appear to be 45 years of age or older, were evaluated. The properties 

were examined to determine their function, type, style, historic associations, and level of historic 

integrity, then each was designated with a three-digit Architectural Location (AL) number, 

photographed at least twice with a digital camera, and their location noted on maps. Larger 

properties were generally photographed more intensively than smaller properties. Streetscape and 

landscape photos around the APE were taken to give context to the project area.  

 

All properties in the proposed APE that are 45 years of age or older were assessed using the NRHP 

Criteria for Evaluation.  

 

The WVDOH conducted early coordination with potentially interested parties for the project 

(Appendix B) and a public meeting was conducted on March 13, 2017 to solicit comments from 

the public on the proposed project (Appendix C). None of the comments expressed concern or 

opposition to the proposed project. 

 

Historic property inventory forms were created for the properties inventoried (Appendix D). 
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5. 0 PROPERTY DESCRIPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS 

 

CEC completed the fieldwork for historic and architectural resources on February 21, 2017. The 

survey confirmed that the project area is at the north end of the town of Gassaway and includes 

the bridge over the Elk River and houses and businesses on lots. Photographs of the project area 

are below (Figure 4; Plates 1–16).  

 

 

Plate 1.   View northeast along Elk Street (WV 4) toward the bridge.  
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Plate 2.   View northeast along Elk Street (WV 4) toward the bridge.  

 

 

 

Plate 3.   Looking northeast at the Upper Gassaway Bridge.  
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Plate 4.   View southwest at the Upper Gassaway Bridge.  

 

 

 

Plate 5.   View west along State Street at the Little Otter Creek Bridge constructed in 1991. 
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Plate 6.   View northeast at Elk Street/Chapel Road at split with State Street (WV 4). 

Plate 7.   View east along State Street (WV 4). 
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Plate 8.   View southeast along Lee Street. 

 

 

Plate 9.   View northwest along State Street (WV 4). 
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Plate 10.   View northeast along Chapel Road. 

 

AL001: Upper Gassaway Bridge (BX-0022 HBI/BX-0015-0001) 

 

Description: The three-span bridge consists of two Warren pony truss approach spans and the 

main Parker through truss span. The bridge was the project of the Works Progress Administration 

and the State Road Commission and was erected in 1935 by the Midland Structural Steel Company 

of Cicero, Illinois.   

 

Evaluation:  Review of the WVHBI (2015) reveals that the Upper Gassaway Bridge (BX-0022 

HBI/BX-0015-0001) was evaluated and recommended not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP 

under criteria A and C (Appendix A). The Deputy State Historic Preservation Officer of the 

WVDCH concurred with that evaluation in a letter dated March 3, 2017, to the WVDOH 

(Appendix A).  
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Plate 11.   View south of the Upper Gassaway Bridge. 

AL002: Gassaway Commercial Historic District (BX-0015-0006) 

Description: The Gassaway Commercial Historic District (BX-0015-0006) is a linear area along 

Elk Street, the main thoroughfare through the town. The district contains a cohesive collection of 

commercial buildings typically of masonry and two to three stories dating from 1905 to around 

1940. The district is significant as a collection of buildings representing Gassaway’s development 

as a railroad town in the mountainous central area of West Virginia.  

Evaluation:  The WVDOH received a letter dated March 3, 2017, from the Deputy State Historic 

Preservation Officer of the WVDCH in response to the notification of NEPA studies for the 

proposed Upper Gassaway Bridge replacement project (Appendix A). The letter states that the 

Gassaway Commercial Historic District (BX-0015-0006) is considered eligible for inclusion in the 

NRHP.    
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Plate 12.   AL002: View of the west side of Elk Street (WV 4). 

 

 

Plate 13.   AL002: View of the east side of Elk Street (WV 4). 
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Twenty-seven additional properties are in the proposed APE that appear to be 45 years of age or 

older and have been assessed to determine if they meet the criteria for NRHP eligibility. Under 

Criterion A, the following properties in the table below are not associated with a significant historic 

context on the local, state, or national level, and thus, lack significance under Criterion A. Under 

Criterion B, the available evidence gathered through the records check does not show that the 

properties are connected to an important historic figure in a local, state, or national context. Under 

Criterion C, the properties retain many of the architectural features associated with their 

architectural style but are otherwise unremarkable. Therefore, the properties lack architectural 

significance under Criterion C. The properties are not likely to yield information important in 

history or prehistory, so the properties are not significant under Criterion D. While retaining 

various levels of architectural integrity, the following properties in the table lack significance 

under criteria A, B, C, and D and are recommended not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP.  

An evaluation was completed as to whether any of the properties should be viewed collectively as 

a historic district. It is believed that the properties which might constitute contributing resources 

to a historic district were best evaluated as individual properties rather than as a cohesive collection 

in a designated historic district.  
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Table 1.   Resources Table. 

Photograph AL No. 

Property Name 

and Address 

Plate No.  
Style 

Date 
NRHP Recommendation 

AL004 Commercial Building 

North Elk Street 

Parapet Front 

ca 1920 

Not NRHP Eligible/lacks significance/not 

architecturally distinctive/does not possess 

high artistic value/lacks integrity 

AL006 Commercial Building 

North Elk Street 

Undetermined 

ca 1920 

Not NRHP Eligible/lacks significance/not 

architecturally distinctive/does not possess 

high artistic value 
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AL007 

 

 

 

Commercial Building 

83 North Elk Street 

 

 

 

 

Undetermined 

ca 1920 

 

 

 

Not NRHP Eligible/lacks significance/not 

architecturally distinctive/does not possess 

high artistic value/lacks integrity 

 

 

 

AL008 

 

 

 

House 

112 Chapel Road 

 

 

 

Bungalow 

ca 1920 

 

 

Not NRHP Eligible/lacks significance/not 

architecturally distinctive/does not possess 

high artistic value/lacks integrity 

 

 

 

AL009 

 

 

 

House 

116 Chapel Road 

 

 

 

 

Shotgun 

ca 1930 

 

 

 

Not NRHP Eligible/lacks significance/not 

architecturally distinctive/does not possess 

high artistic value/lacks integrity 
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AL010 House 

Chapel Road 

Bungalow 

ca 1920 

Not NRHP Eligible/lacks significance/not 

architecturally distinctive/does not possess 

high artistic value 

AL011 House 

127 Chapel Road 

Side-gabled 

ca 1920 

Not NRHP Eligible/lacks significance/not 

architecturally distinctive/does not possess 

high artistic value/lacks integrity 

AL012 House 

133 Chapel Road 

Bungalow 

ca 1920 

Not NRHP Eligible/lacks significance/not 

architecturally distinctive/does not possess 

high artistic value/lacks integrity 
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AL013 

 

 

 

House 

149 Chapel Road 

 

 

 

Foursquare 

ca  1915 

 

 

 

Not NRHP Eligible/lacks significance/not 

architecturally distinctive/does not possess 

high artistic value 

 

 

 

 

AL014 

 

 

 

House 

Chapel Road 

 

 

 

Pyramidal-roof 

ca  1915 

 

 

 

Not NRHP Eligible/lacks significance/not 

architecturally distinctive/does not possess 

high artistic value/lacks integrity 

 

 

 

 

AL015 

 

 

 

House 

156 Chapel Road 

 

 

 

Foursquare 

ca  1915 

 

 

 

Not NRHP Eligible/lacks significance/not 

architecturally distinctive/does not possess 

high artistic value/lacks integrity 
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AL016 

 

 

 

House 

148 Chapel Road 

 

 

 

Foursquare 

ca  1915 

 

 

 

Not NRHP Eligible/lacks significance/not 

architecturally distinctive/does not possess 

high artistic value/lacks integrity 

 

 

 

 

AL017 

 

 

 

Storage Building 

Chapel Road 

 

 

 

 

Undetermined 

ca  1945 

 

 

 

Not NRHP Eligible/lacks significance/not 

architecturally distinctive/does not possess 

high artistic value 

 

 

 

AL018 

 

 

 

Commercial Building 

State Street 

 

 

 

 

Twentieth 

Century 

Functional 

ca  1945 

 

 

 

Not NRHP Eligible/lacks significance/not 

architecturally distinctive/does not possess 

high artistic value 
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AL019 Commercial Building 

State Street 

Twentieth 

Century 

Functional 

ca  1945 

Not NRHP Eligible/lacks significance/not 

architecturally distinctive/does not possess 

high artistic value 

AL020 Commercial Building 

State Street 

Twentieth 

Century 

Functional 

ca  1945 

Not NRHP Eligible/lacks significance/not 

architecturally distinctive/does not possess 

high artistic value/lacks integrity 

AL023 House 

125 State Street 

Side-gabled 

ca  1945 

Not NRHP Eligible/lacks significance/not 

architecturally distinctive/does not possess 

high artistic value/lacks integrity 
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AL024 

 

 

 

House 

State Street 

Plate 14 

 

 

 

Transitional 

Ranch 

ca  1950 

 

 

 

Not NRHP Eligible/lacks significance/not 

architecturally distinctive/does not possess 

high artistic value 

 

 

 

 

AL025 

 

 

 

House 

80 State Street 

 

 

 

 

Minimal 

Traditional 

ca  1945 

 

 

Not NRHP Eligible/lacks significance/not 

architecturally distinctive/does not possess 

high artistic value/lacks integrity 

 

 

 

 

AL026 

 

 

 

Commercial Building 

State Street 

Plate 15 

 

 

 

Twentieth 

Century 

Functional 

ca  1945 

 

 

Not NRHP Eligible/lacks significance/not 

architecturally distinctive/does not possess 

high artistic value 
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AL027 House 

State Street 

Foursquare 

ca  1925 

Not NRHP Eligible/lacks significance/not 

architecturally distinctive/does not possess 

high artistic value 

AL028 House 

102 Lee Street 

Gable-front 

ca  1915 

Not NRHP Eligible/lacks significance/not 

architecturally distinctive/does not possess 

high artistic value/lacks integrity 

AL029 House 

105 Lee Street 

Ranch 

ca  1960 

Not NRHP Eligible/lacks significance/not 

architecturally distinctive/does not possess 

high artistic value 
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AL030 House 

103 Lee Street 

Plate 16 

Foursquare 

ca  1915 

Not NRHP Eligible/lacks significance/not 

architecturally distinctive/does not possess 

high artistic value 

AL031 Commercial Building 

99 North Elk Street 

Twentieth 

Century 

Functional 

ca  1960 

Not NRHP Eligible/lacks significance/not 

architecturally distinctive/does not possess 

high artistic value/lacks integrity 

AL032 Commercial Building 

Elk Street 

Twentieth 

Century 

Functional 

ca  1920 

Not NRHP Eligible/lacks significance/not 

architecturally distinctive/does not possess 

high artistic value/lacks integrity 
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AL033 House 

Elk Street 

Undetermined 

ca  1920 

Not NRHP Eligible/lacks significance/not 

architecturally distinctive/does not possess 

high artistic value/lacks integrity 
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Representative Sampling from Table 1: Property Descriptions 

AL024: House, State Street (WV 4) 

Description: The Transitional Ranch house has a gable on hipped roof with projecting hipped 

front porch. Elements of the ranch style expressed on this otherwise traditional house form include 

the picture window and large chimney. The house is of red brick and has one-over-one window 

sashes and may have been built around 1950 (Figure 4; Plate 14).    

Evaluation:  AL024 is not associated with a significant historic context on the local, state, or 

national level, and thus, lacks significance under Criterion A. Under Criterion B, the available 

evidence gathered through the records check does not show that the property is connected to an 

important historic figure in a local, state, or national context. The Transitional Ranch house is not 

an exceptional or significant example of its type. Consequently, because the house lacks 

architectural significance, the property does not meet the requirements of Criterion C. The property 

is not likely to yield information important in history or prehistory, so the property is not significant 

under Criterion D. Therefore, AL024 lacks integrity and significance under criteria A, B, C, and 

D, and is recommended as not eligible for the NRHP. In addition, the house would not be part of 

a historic district.  
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Plate 14.   AL024: House, State Street, looking west. 

AL026: Commercial Building, State Street (WV 4) 

Description: The Twentieth Century Functional building is of concrete block construction 

possibly built around 1945. It is one-story with a flat roof. Tile coping is along the roof line. 

Windows are metal multi-pane. There are several similar buildings in Gassaway (Figure 4; Plate 

15).  

Evaluation:  This commercial building has been assessed to determine if it meets the criteria for 

NRHP eligibility. AL026 is not associated with a significant historic context on the local, state, or 

national level, and thus, lacks significance under Criterion A. Under Criterion B, the available 

evidence gathered through the records check does not show that the property is connected to an 

important historic figure in a local, state, or national context. Under Criterion C, while the building 

does retain much of its architectural integrity, it is not an exceptional or significant example of its 

type. The property is not likely to yield information important in history or prehistory, so the 

property is not significant under Criterion D. Therefore, AL026 lacks significance under criteria 

A, B, C, and D, and is recommended as not eligible for the NRHP. In addition, the building would 

not be part of a historic district.  
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Plate 15.   AL026: Commercial Building, State Street, looking south. 

AL030: House, 103 Lee Street 

Description: The Foursquare-style house, built around 1915 exhibits a variation of the typical 

hipped roof with the addition of lower gables, which is found in several other Foursquare-style 

houses in Gassaway. The roofline has wide overhanging eaves. Constructed of red brick, the house 

has an exterior chimney and has a full porch that has been enclosed. Windows are one-over-one 

sashes and shutters have been installed. A detached pyramidal-roof garage is situated behind the 

house (Figure 4; Plate 16).  

Evaluation:  The house has been assessed to determine if it meets the criteria for NRHP eligibility. 

AL030 is not associated with a significant historic context on the local, state, or national level, and 

thus, lacks significance under Criterion A. Under Criterion B, the available evidence gathered 

through the records check does not show that the property is connected to an important historic 

figure in a local, state, or national context. Under Criterion C, the house is not an exceptional or 

significant example of its type. The property is not likely to yield information important in history 

or prehistory, so the property is not significant under Criterion D. Therefore, AL030 lacks 

significance under criteria A, B, C, and D, and is recommended as not eligible for the NRHP. In 

addition, the house would not be part of a historic district.  
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Plate 16.   AL030: House, 103 Lee Street, looking west. 

The following properties appear to be less than 45 years old and are not of exceptional importance 

to be considered eligible for the NRHP (Figure 3):  

AL003: Church and outbuilding, Elk Street 

AL005: House and outbuilding, South State Street 

AL021: Commercial Building, State Street 

AL022: Commercial Building, State Street 
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS 

The WVHBI (2015) evaluated the Upper Gassaway Bridge (BX-0022 HBI/BX-0015-0001) and 

recommended the bridge not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under criteria A and C. The Deputy 

State Historic Preservation Officer of the WVDCH concurred with that recommendation and 

determined that the bridge was not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP in a letter dated March 3, 

2017, to the WVDOH. The letter goes on to state that the Gassaway Commercial Historic District 

(BX-0015-0006) is considered eligible for inclusion in the NRHP.  

In addition, twenty-seven properties that appear to be 45 years of age or older located within the 

recommended APE were evaluated as part of this study and had the NRHP criteria for eligibility 

applied to their analysis. Nineteen properties do not meet the NRHP criteria due to alterations 

resulting in a lack of architectural integrity. The remainder lack architectural distinction and do 

not meet the NRHP criteria. Other than the Gassaway Commercial Historic District, no other 

portions of the recommended APE should be viewed collectively as a historic district potentially 

eligible for the NRHP as a result of this analysis.  
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APPENDIX A 

GASSAWAY BRIDGE NR NOMINATION FORM AND 

WVDCH RESPONSE LETTER 



West Virginia 
Historic Bridge Inventory Form

SHPO Survey No. BX-0022

Local Name UPPER GASSAWAY

Other Local Name

Owner State Highway Agency

Status Extant - in service

District 07 County Braxton

Location 0.06 MI N OF CO 13/3 SLS

Facility Carried By Structur WV ROUTE 4 F

Features Intersected ELK RIVER

Latitude 38403600 Longitude 080461200

UTM-Northing
UTM-Easting

Main Span Type Steel Truss - Through/Riveted

Main Span Type Code 310

Number of Spans in Main Unit 001

Number of Approach Spans 0003

Structure Length (ft) 339

Length of Maximum Span (ft) 157

Year Built 1935

Year Reconstructed

Engineer or Designer Builder or Fabricator WPA and SRC; Midland Structural Steel
Bridge Plan Location District

Truss Bridge Type Parker Truss Details

Arrangement Through

Connection Type Rivet

Alteration(s) Date of Alterations (Year)

Architectural Treatment(s)

Surrounding Land Use Residential

Type of Development Town - (small communities and hamlets)

IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION

LOCATIONAL AND SETTING INFORMATION

STRUCTURAL INFORMATION

BRIDGE HISTORY

BRIDGE DESCRIPTIVE INFORMATION

UTM Zone

Average Daily Traffic 002500 Year 2003

Sufficiency Rating 0478
(Note: Data current as of April 2006 database)

Skew 00

Additional Details: Concrete deck with asphalt overlay and concrete sidewalk and curbs.  Steel railing. Concrete abutments and wingwalls and stone 
piers. Three span bridge.  The two approach spans are Warren pony trusses with polygonal top chords. Riveted and bolted 
connections. Repairs have been made to the overhead main members, evidenced by bolts and areas of unpainted steel and a 
welded plate. "Inland" is stamped on several members.  The main span is a Parker through truss (innovation in design) but does 
not possess enough distinctive characteristics to qualify as significant in the area of engineering. 

Bridge No. 04-004/00-017.86 BARS No. 04A012 Federal Bridge No. 00000000004A012 Bridge Design No.  1248.0

Bridge Plate Text
(1) plaque. "BUILT BY MIDLAND STRUCTURAL STEEL CO, CICERO, ILL. 1935"

Page 1 of 2



04A012_1.jpg

04A012_2.jpg

National Register Determination Not Eligible

National Register Determination Date 2013

Reason Not Evaluated
NATIONAL REGISTER EVALUATION INFORMATION

This bridge is not eligible for the National Register under Criterion A as it does not have a significant association with an important historic transportation 
system, program, event, trend, or policy identified through contextual research and survey activities.
This bridge is not eligible for the National Register under Criterion C as it does not illustrate the evolution or transition of a bridge type or an important 
variation in design, fabrication, or construction of a bridge type.  Additionally, it is not a distinguishable representation of a master's work and does not 
possess high artistic value as identified through contextual research.

Bridge No. 04-004/00-017.86 BARS No. 04A012 Federal Bridge No. 00000000004A012 Bridge Design No.  1248.0

Form Prepared By Mead & Hunt and KCI
Form Preparation Date 2013

West Virginia Historic Bridge Inventory Form

Page 2 of 2
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UPPER GASSAWAY BRIDGE, BRAXTON COUNTY, WEST VIRGINIA 

STATE PROJECT S304-4-17.86, FEDERAL PROJECT STP-0004(054)D 

CEC PROJECT 154-303 

Summary of March 13, 2017 Public Meeting Informational Workshop and 
Comments 

 

Summary of Meeting: The West Virginia Department of Transportation, Division of Highways 
(WVDOH) hosted a public workshop to inform the public and receive comments for the 
proposed Upper Gassaway Bridge Project and alternatives study. The project proposes to replace 
the existing Upper Gassaway Bridge, which crosses the Elk River in Gassaway, West Virginia. 

The meeting was held at the Gassaway Community Room at 416 Elk Street in Gassaway, West 
Virginia on March 13, 2017, from 4:00 to 7:00 PM. The meeting location was west of and 
adjacent to the proposed project area that is located where Elk Street crosses the Elk River. 

WVDOH advertised the meeting in local papers, posted public flyers within the surrounding 
community, and sent announcements to area residents. At the meeting, handouts with 
information on the proposed project were provided at the registration table. In the community 
room, there were six (6) project display boards as well as printed copies of the alternatives 
drawings for public review, provided by Civil & Environmental Consultants, Inc., (CEC) and 
GAI Consultants (GAI). WVDOH representatives were in attendance to answer questions. 

A month-long comment period followed the public meeting, with comments due to WVDOH by 
April 13, 2017. Comment forms were attached to the handouts at the meeting, and copies were 
left in the Gassaway Town Hall after the meeting. Comment forms were also available online, 
before the meeting and during the comment period, on the WVDOH website. 

Attendance: 35 individuals signed the attendance sheet at the meeting. 

Public Discussion during the Meeting: The top concerns expressed by the local public 
attendees were the removal of the fire department water pump in the Elk River upstream from 
the existing bridge, the removal of the Dairy Queen, and the potential for a long-distance detour 
during bridge construction.  

Local residents, who had knowledge of Gassaway history, voiced concerns about potential 
structures, debris, and contaminates that could be encountered during excavation for the project. 
The specific information given includes: 
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• A stormwater drainage pipe (possibly terracotta) which is not mapped and may cross a 
portion of the project area between the intersection of Elk Street and Birch Street and the 
Gassaway Church of Christ property; 

• Scrap vehicles and metal buried under fill material between the intersection of Elk Street 
and Birch Street and the Gassaway Church of Christ property; 

• Underground gas and oil storage tanks on or near the insurance building property. 

No opposition was voiced relating to the need for the Upper Gassaway Bridge removal and 
replacement project. 

Total Comments: Seventeen (17) written comment forms were received by WVDOH. Details 
for each comment are provided in Table 1. Comments and concerns, verbatim, are provided in 
Table 2. 

Alternative Selection: The project display boards and drawings, which were provided for public 
review during the meeting and in the flyers, included details of the alternatives analysis. The 
majority (13) of comments received did not specify a preference for a specific alternative. Four 
(4) comments were received that stated preferences for a specific alternatives and reasons: 

• Build a new bridge in the same location as the existing bridge. (Alternative 1) 
• Alternative #2 because Alternative #3 will move utilities and remove the fire department 

pump in the Elk River. 
• Alternatives #1 or #4 in order to keep the Dairy Queen and the garage at 50 Elk Street. 
• Alternative #3 because of the minimal cost and less noise for nearby residents. 

Comments Summary: Of the total comment letters received, twelve (12) were similar in 
content and related concerns about the project and construction on and near the Gassaway 
Church of Christ property. These concerns discuss: 

• Safety issues involving the church members using the parking lot; 
• Road noise; 
• Water runoff affecting the building; 
• Devaluation of the property; 
• Removal and replacement of the church’s road sign; 
• Limited parking or needing a new parking lot; 
• Safety issues with the intersection of the church parking lot and the road; 
• Temporary parking while the bridge is under construction; 
• Proximity of heavy equipment to the building during construction; 
• Future notification to the people involved with the project area. 

 
Comments were made that the church was not notified of the project and that the notice of the 
March 13th meeting was in the Braxton Citizens’ News on April 4th, resulting in the church 
members not being able to attend the informational meeting. 
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Three (3) comments contained suggestions and information for project planning consideration: 
• The possibility of underground storage tanks and contamination near the existing

insurance building due to past land use;
• Improving South River Street and placing a temporary bridge that goes around the town

of Gassaway along Elk River;
• Improving South River Street and Little Otter Bridge by widening and paving;
• A temporary bridge placement near the Go Mart offices, approximately 1600 feet south

of the existing bridge crossing.

None of the comments received were in opposition of the need to replace or repair the Upper 
Gassaway Bridge.  



Upper Gassaway Bridge Project   Public Comment Summary 

154-303-Public Meeting Summary Report -4- June 2017  

Table 1. Comments Received During 2017 Comment Period 

Last Name First Name Organization City State Comment Type Received Comment Number 

Baker Cameron J.C. Baker and Sons, Inc. Gassaway WV Mailed Form 4/17/17 1 

Brady Charles Gassaway Church of Christ Frametown WV Mailed Form 4/10/17 2 

Chapman Lawrence Gassaway Dairy Queen Gassaway WV Online Form 4/13/17 3 

Cogar H. R. (not provided) Gassaway WV Mailed Form 3/13/17 4 

Dennison Bradley Gassaway Church of Christ Frametown WV Mailed Form 4/10/17 5 

Dennison Lucy Gassaway Church of Christ Frametown WV Mailed Form 4/10/17 6 

Dennison Mary Gassaway Church of Christ Frametown WV Mailed Form 4/10/17 7 

Heater Zelma (not provided) Gassaway WV Mailed Form 3/27/17 8 

Ice David (not provided) Gassaway WV Mailed Form 4/5/17 9 

Ice Trecie Gassaway Church of Christ Gassaway WV Mailed Form 4/5/17 10 

Lambey Bill (not provided) Ivydale WV Mailed Form 4/11/17 11 
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Table 1. Comments Received During 2017 Comment Period 

Last Name First Name Organization City State Comment Type Received Comment Number 

Lambey Danny Gassaway Church of Christ Sutton WV Online Form 4/9/17 12 

Lambey Lisa Gassaway Church of Christ Sutton WV Online Form 4/9/17 13 

Phillips Marlene Gassaway Church of Christ Clay WV Mailed Form 4/14/17 14 

Sands Carol Gassaway Church of Christ Frametown WV Online Form 4/6/17 15 

Sands David Gassaway Church of Christ Frametown WV Online Form 4/6/17 16 

Skidmore Jeff (not provided) Gassaway WV Online Form 4/11/17 17 

Table 2. Comments Received During 2017 Comment Period 
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Comment 
Number Comments and Concerns Verbatim 

1 

The building and property located on the south side of the existing bridge that is Frame Insurance Agency was a 
general store in the 40’s, 50’s, and 60’s. If my memory is correct, they sold gasoline, and I think, there are old 
underground storage tanks and possible contamination in front on this building. Another possibility to a temporary 
bridge would be to improve South River Street, which goes around the town of Gassaway along Elk River, and build 
the new bridge in the same location as the existing one. 

2 

1. Church sign near road removal and replacement. 

2. Traffic near building (members’ safety, traffic noise). 

3. Current parking. Where will we park during construction and what action will be taken to restore parking lot? 

4. Water runoff, which could damage basement. 

5. Replacement of guardrail on riverbank when project completed. 

6. Delays in replacement causing more interruption in regular worship. 

3 

I am writing to express my opinion concerning the proposed Upper Gassaway Bridge Project. I own and operate the 
Gassaway Dairy Queen and believe alternative #2 is the best option because in alternative #3 various utilities will 
have to be relocated at a high cost, as well as the possible relocation of the Gassaway Fire Department pumping 
system station. Also, there is the relocation of the entrance to South State Street. 

I do not oppose the sale of my business, the Gassaway Dairy Queen, to the WV Department if Highways for this 
project. Thank you for the opportunity to express my opinion about this important matter. 

4 
I have no particular issue relating to which alternative is selected, however I live on South State Street. Inevitably, 
traffic will detour on my road from both ends when the project begins. The condition of this road – width and surface 
– must be taken into consideration, as should Little Otter Bridge. 

5 
As a member of the Church of Christ, our concern will be access of our parking lot, equipment near the church 
building during construction, runoff of water.  

Why were we not notified of this meeting? We have more to lose in property value. 
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Table 2. Comments Received During 2017 Comment Period 

Comment 
Number Comments and Concerns Verbatim 

6 

The value of the property. 

Water runoff to church building. 

The loss of parking lot. 

7 

As a member of the Church of Christ, my concerns are: 

1. Taking our parking that we share with the town and community to use during the week, at no cost to them. 

2. Our access to our building during construction. 

3. Where will the equipment be parked; will it be hindering us using our building? 

4. Water runoff. 

5. Why were we not notified of this meeting? 

8 My choice for the proposed bridge would be the alternative 3. This plan keeps the cost down. This plan takes the 
bridge a little farther away from my home, which I think might help with the noise level some for me. 

9 

1. Water runoff from city towards building. 

2. Safety: entering and exiting parking lot. 

3. Road noise. 

4. Removal and replacement of road sign for church. 

5. Notification of meetings and decisions. 

6. Road being closer to building with children’s safety in mind as well as other members. 

7. Equipment in close proximity to building during construction. 

8. Temporary parking during bridge construction. 
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Table 2. Comments Received During 2017 Comment Period 

Comment 
Number Comments and Concerns Verbatim 

9. Property value. 

10. Limited parking (would have to come up with new parking lot). 

10 

Concerns with the new bridge: 

1. Road being closer to church building with children in mind safety problems. All with members getting in and out of 
their vehicles. 

2. Road noise. 

3. Runoff of water towards the building. 

4. Devaluation of property. 

5. Removal and replacement of road sign for church. 

6. Limited parking issues; would have to have new parking lot. 

7. Safety concerns entering and exiting the church parking lot. 

8. Temporary parking while bridge is under construction. 

9. Proximity of heavy equipment near building while constructing bridge. 

10. Rain runoff from city toward building. 

11. Notify people involved of meetings and decisions. 

11 
Heavy equipment ruining or damaging parking lot during construction, water runoff towards building, safety issues, 
removal of church sign, parking issues. 

Pale face speak with forked tongue, bridge goes in, church goes out. 

12 1. Concern of safety issues while construction of bridge is going on and afterward, getting in and out of parking lot, 
concern especially with elderly and children. 
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Table 2. Comments Received During 2017 Comment Period 

Comment 
Number Comments and Concerns Verbatim 

2. Devaluation of property. 

3. Water runoff toward building. 

4. Parking issues while construction is going on. Where to park? 

5. Replacement of parking lot and reimbursement for damages 

6. Replacement of church sign by the road. 

7. Acquiring parking, extra parking. 

13 

Safety concerns with entering and exiting parking lot while construction is going on, especially with the children and 
the elderly. 

Where to park while construction is going on? 

What will bridge do to the value of the property? 

Where to park after construction is finished? 

14 

• The equipment will be too close to our building- causing parking problems. 
• The parking lot will get ruined by the large equipment and construction. 
• Safety of our elderly getting into the building. 
• The possibility of discouraging visitors to join us due to parking situation. 

My husband and I as well as a sister and her husband and an elderly lady travel approximately 45 miles to attend this 
church each week. Please reconsider another way for the bridge without interfering with the services held at Gassaway 
Church of Christ. Thank you. 

15 
Concerns with new bridge: 
1. Road being closer to church building, with children in mind as safety problem, along with members in general 
getting to their vehicles safely. 
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Table 2. Comments Received During 2017 Comment Period 

Comment 
Number Comments and Concerns Verbatim 

2. Road noise.

3. Runoff of water toward building.

4. Devaluation of property.

5. Removal and replacement of road sign for church.

6. Limited parking issues, would have to have new parking lot.

7. Safety concerns entering and exiting church parking lot.

8. Temporary parking while construction of bridge.

9. Proximity of heavy equipment near building while construction of bridge.

10. Notification of people involved of meeting and decisions.

**Why was the notice of the March 13th meeting in the Braxton Citizens’ News on April 4th? None of our church 
members were given the option of attending the informational meeting. 

16 

Concerns with new bridge: 

1. Road being closer to church building, with children in mind as safety problem, along with members in general
getting to their vehicles safely.

2. Road noise.
3. Runoff of water toward building.

4. Devaluation of property.

5. Removal and replacement of road sign for church.

6. Limited parking issues, would have to have new parking lot.

7. Safety concerns entering and exiting church parking lot.

8. Temporary parking while construction of bridge.
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Table 2. Comments Received During 2017 Comment Period 

Comment 
Number Comments and Concerns Verbatim 

9. Proximity of heavy equipment near building while construction of bridge. 

10. Notification of people involved of meeting and decisions. 

**Why was the notice of the March 13th meeting in the Braxton Citizens’ News on April 4th? None of our church 
members were given the option of attending the informational meeting. 

17 

My opinion is to keep the existing roadway and bridge as close to the existing as possible to least impact the town of 
Gassaway. A reconstruction of the existing bridge would be best idea for the town (Alternative #1 & #4) and least 
displacement of any residences and businesses. Gassaway is the only thriving town in Braxton County and cannot 
afford to lose the only Dairy Queen within miles. The biggest asset of a Dairy Queen is location location location. 
Also, the existing structure/garage located at 50 North Elk Street has been owned by the Skidmore family over 70 
years and is part of the history of the town.  

On the lower side, the Frame Insurance building on the lower side of the bridge could be more easier relocated in town 
with least impact. 

In closing, I recommend option of a temporary or permanent bridge downstream of the existing bridge with least 
impact to buildings and parcels. 

Although it wasn’t an option, a temporary bridge above town crossing Elk River near the Go Mart offices would not 
affect any residences and reconstruction of the existing bridge would be my preference and least impact on the town. 
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COMMENTS 

Mr. RJ Scites, P.E., Director, Engineering Division 

West Virginia Division of Highways  

1334 Smith Street 

Charleston, WV 25301 

DATE: Monday, March 13, 2017 

LOCATION: Gassaway Community Building/Town Hall 

SUBJECT: Informational Workshop Public Meeting 

PROJECT: Upper Gassaway Bridge Project 

State Project S304-4-17.86 00 

Federal Project STP-0004(054)D 

Braxton County 

DATE: COMMENTS DUE BY APRIL 13, 2017 

Please consider the following comments and concerns: 

(Please PRINT) 

NAME: 

ADDRESS: 

ORGANIZATION (if any): 

How did you hear about the Informational Workshop Public Meeting? 

Visit the WVDOH Website for online project information 

http://go.wv.gov/dotcomment 

http://go.wv.gov/dotcomment


__________________________________________________________________ 

PUBLIC MEETING FLYER 
__________________________________________________________________ 



INFORMATIONAL WORKSHOP PUBLIC MEETING 
MONDAY, MARCH 13, 2017 

4:00 to 7:00 PM 
GASSAWAY COMMUNITY BUILDING 

416 Elk Street, Gassaway, WV 
UPPER GASSAWAY BRIDGE PROJECT 
BRAXTON COUNTY, WV 

State Project S304-4-17.86 00 
Federal Project STP-0004(054)D 

Join us on Monday, March 13, from 4:00 to 7:00 PM at the Gassaway Community Building, for 
an informational public meeting about the proposed replacement of the Upper Gassaway Bridge. 
Representatives from the West Virginia Division of Highways (WVDOH) will be available to 
discuss the proposed project and answer questions. No presentation is planned; however, project 
information will be provided for review. This meeting complies with the public involvement 
requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and Section 106 of the National 
Historic Preservation Act. 

The West Virginia Department of Transportation will, upon request, provide reasonable accommodations including 
auxiliary aids and services necessary to afford an individual with a disability an equal opportunity to participate in our 
services, programs and activities. Please contact us at (304) 558-3931.  Persons with hearing or speech impairments 
can reach all state agencies by calling (800) 982-8772 (voice to TDD) or (800) 982-8771 (TDD to voice), toll free. 

Project Summary: 
The project proposes to replace the Upper Gassaway 
Bridge, which allows WV4 to cross the Elk River in 
the Town of Gassaway. The existing bridge was built 
in 1935 by the State Road Commission, using the 
existing piers of the original 1916 bridge. The most 
recent traffic study (2015) shows the average daily 
traffic (ADT) as 4,913 vehicles with a 20-year 
projected ADT of 5,258. After an engineering review, 
the bridge is classified as Structurally Deficient. It 
currently has restrictive weight limit use for trucks and 
buses. Multiple project alternatives are being 
considered including new structures located upstream 
and downstream of the existing bridge and possible 
renovation of the existing bridge. Various studies will 
be conducted during the project planning, such as 
economic and community impacts, cultural resources, 
environmental factors, etc. Your input would be 
greatly appreciated in respect to the project planning.  

Submit written comments by Thursday,    

April 13, 2017:

Mr. RJ Scites, P.E., Director, Engineering 
Division, West Virginia Division of Highways 
1334 Smith Street, Charleston, WV 25301 

Visit the WVDOH Website for project 
information 

http://go.wv.gov/dotcomment 

Meeting Location 

Bridge Location 

http://go.wv.gov/dotcomment
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PUBLIC MEETING SIGN-IN SHEET 
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PUBLIC MEETING BOOKLET 



INFORMATIONAL WORKSHOP 

PUBLIC MEETING 
UPPER GASSAWAY BRIDGE PROJECT 

BRAXTON COUNTY, WV

WEST VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

DIVISION OF HIGHWAYS 

State Project S304-4-17.86 00 

Federal Project STP-0004(054)D 

Gassaway Community Building 

416 Elk Street 

Gassaway, WV 

Monday, March 13, 2017 
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INFORMATIONAL WORKSHOP PUBLIC MEETING 
PURPOSE 

The purpose of this meeting is to provide information on the proposed Upper Gassaway Bridge Project 

and on how to submit your comments. The meeting is informal in order to facilitate interactions between 

the project team and citizens. Please examine the project maps and displays and discuss the project 

information with members of the project team. If you have any comments, please fill out the attached 

comment sheet (page 14) and submit it as directed. This meeting complies with the public involvement 

requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and Section 106 of the National Historic 

Preservation Act. 

FORMAT 

The WVDOH procedures for this meeting are established to ensure meaningful citizen input in the 

development for proposed projects in compliance with all applicable regulations and requirements. This 

meeting is from 4:00 to 7:00 PM, and there will no formal presentation. 

If you have not done so already, please be sure to register before you leave today. There are extra copies 

of the handout and comment sheet available at the registration table. The WVDOH welcomes your 

comments on the project. Feel free to write comments as you review the project information and discuss 

the project with the team. Completed comment sheets can be delivered to the comment box tonight 

during the meeting, or mailed to the address on the comment sheet. Comments are due April 13, 2017. 

Project and comment information are also available online at http://go.wv.gov/dotcomment. 

PROJECT SUMMARY 

The project proposes to replace the Upper Gassaway Bridge that crosses the Elk River in the Town of 

Gassaway. The existing bridge was built in 1935 by the State Road Commission, using the existing piers of 

the original 1916 bridge. The most recent traffic study (2015) shows the average daily traffic (ADT) as 

4,913 vehicles with a 20-year projected ADT of 5,258. After a recent inspection, the bridge was classified 

as Structurally Deficient.  It currently has restrictive weight limit use for trucks and buses. Three build 

alternatives, one renovation alternative, and a no build alternative are being considered.  The alternatives 

are described further on pages 3 and 4, a map is included on page 5, and Alternatives Plan Sheets are 

located on pages 6 through 9. 

Various studies have been or will be conducted during the project planning, such as economic and 

community impacts, cultural resources, environmental factors, etc. Public comments will be reviewed 

and considered during the planning, public involvement, and documentation phases of the project. 

http://go.wv.gov/dotcomment
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PROPOSED SCHEDULE* 

Informational Workshop Public Meeting March 13, 2017 

Comments Due April 13, 2017 

Environmental Clearance December 2018 

Expected Start of Right-of-Way Activities  May 2019 

Construction Start December 2020 

Construction Duration Approximately 2 Years 
*Dates are subject to change

ALTERNATIVES 

 Alternative 1: Proposes to replace the existing bridge at its current location and install a

temporary bridge detour approximately 25 feet downstream of its current location to

accommodate traffic during construction. Environmental, social and cultural resource impacts are

anticipated.  Estimated costs are $3,950,700. See Alternative 1 Plan Sheet on page 6.

 Alternative 2: Proposes to place a new bridge approximately 20 feet upstream of the existing

bridge while using the existing bridge to maintain traffic during construction.  Environmental,

social, and cultural resource impacts are anticipated. Estimated costs are $2,901,900. See

Alternative 1 Plan Sheet on page 7.

 Alternative 3: Proposes to place a new structure approximately 15 feet downstream of the existing

bridge while using the existing bridge to maintain traffic during construction. Environmental,

social, and cultural resource impacts are anticipated. Estimated costs are $2,858,300. See

Alternative 1 Plan Sheet on page 8.

 Alternative 4: Proposes to renovate the existing bridge and install a temporary bridge detour

approximately 25 feet downstream of its current location to accommodate traffic during

construction.  Environmental, social, and cultural resource impacts are anticipated.  Estimated

costs are $4,051,100. See Alternative 1 Plan Sheet on page 9.

 Alternative 5: Proposes a No-Build alternative which would result in nothing being done on or to

the structure - no construction or renovation to the existing bridge. This would result in continued

deterioration of the structure, postings and eventual permanent closure to traffic. A twenty-three

mile long detour would need to be used by the travelling public after closure of the bridge.
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COMMENTS 

Mr. RJ Scites, P.E., Director, Engineering Division 

West Virginia Division of Highways  

1334 Smith Street 

Charleston, WV 25301 

DATE: Monday, March 13, 2017 

LOCATION: Gassaway Community Building/Town Hall 

SUBJECT: Informational Workshop Public Meeting 

PROJECT: Upper Gassaway Bridge Project 

State Project S304-4-17.86 00 

Federal Project STP-0004(054)D 

Braxton County 

DATE: COMMENTS DUE BY APRIL 13, 2017 

Please consider the following comments and concerns: 

(Please PRINT) 

NAME: 

ADDRESS: 

ORGANIZATION (if any): 

How did you hear about the Informational Workshop Public Meeting? 

Visit the WVDOH Website for online project information 

http://go.wv.gov/dotcomment 

http://go.wv.gov/dotcomment


APPENDIX D 

UPDATED HPI FORMS 
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